Ways to Participate

We’re asking citizens, schools, businesses, organizations, and nonprofits to empower ethics by planning events, publishing articles, or facilitating workshops on or around October 16, 2024.

Continue reading to learn how you and your colleagues can get involved.

Ethics is about making the effort to evaluate competing points of view and then truly caring about the impact of the choices you have made. Ethics is not some cure-all for the world’s problems, but it is an actual process for finding solutions.”

— Joel Rosenthal, president of Carnegie Council

Past Participant Highlights

The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) hosted a series of short talks exploring ethical issues related to business, accounting, and emerging technology.

Students at Baze University Law Clinic in Nigeria recorded a video sharing how they pledge to empower ethics.

Commercial real estate company Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) activated its network of country offices to empower ethics.

Carnegie Council’s 2023 Global Ethics Day Event | Unlocking Cooperation

At Carnegie Council, we believe that cooperation is an essential virtue in the pursuit of an ethical life. And yet, it seems that cooperation is often absent from public life today.

In this keynote event for Global Ethics Day 2023, Carnegie Council President Joel Rosenthal led a conversation with MIT’s Erez Yoeli and Tufts University’s Abiodun Williams on the psychology behind cooperation; ways that states, institutions, NGOs, and businesses can work together; and how we can all create the conditions for enhanced cooperation.

Watch the Event

Resources for Global Ethics Day Planning

Download the 2024 Global Ethics Day Toolkit

Have questions? Get in touch.